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ABSTRACT 

Objectives: To investigate whether epigenotyping of patients with isolated 
hemihyperplasia (IH) can, analogous to genetic screening of patients with Beckwith-
Wiedemann syndrome, be used for the prediction of tumor risk and tumor type of 
individual patients. 

Study design: Methylation analysis of H19 and KCNQ1OT1 of 73 patients. 

Questionnaires were sent to referring clinicians. 

Results: In 75% of the clinically confirmed patients with IH no epigenetic defect was 

detected. Paternal uniparental disomy was found in 15%, demethylation of 
KCNQ1OT1 in only 6%, and hypermethylation of H19 in 3% of isolated 
hemihyperplasia cases. Ten percent of the patients with IH had development of a 
childhood tumor associated with paternal uniparental disomy (2/8) or no 

methylation defect (2/30). No genetic defect was detected in 10 of 14 additional 
patients with cancer with IH. In these latter patients, a methylation defect of H19 
was seen 3 times and a paternal uniparental disomy once. The female-to-male ratio 
was 6:1. 

Conclusions: Aberrant methylation of the 11p15 region is not common in patients 
with IH and can at present not be used for tumor risk determination. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Hemihyperplasia, also called hemihypertrophy (HH), is a congenital abnormality 
characterized by asymmetric growth of the limbs, trunk, face, or the entire body. 
HH has a heterogeneous cause: in its isolated form it is called idiopathic or isolated 

hemihyperplasia (IH [MIM 235000]),1 but HH is often associated with various 
syndromes such as Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome (BWS [MIM130650]),1 Klippel-

Trenaunay-Weber syndrome (KTWS [MIM149000]),1 Silver-Russell syndrome (SRS 
[MIM 180860]), or Proteus syndrome (MIM 176920).1 The incidence of IH has been 
reported to be approximately 1:13,000 to 1:86,000 live births.2 

A genetic cause of IH was first described by Martin et al3 in 2005. In 8/27 (30%) 

patients with IH, abnormal methylation profiles were found in 2 genes (KCNQ1OT1 
and H19) in 2 distinct imprinted regions on chromosome 11p15. Genes that are 
subject to imprinting are expressed from 1 chromosome only. The gene on the 
homologous chromosome is silenced by methylation of CpG nucleotides. 

KCNQ1OT1 and H19 are both antisense transcripts; they do not code for a protein 
but regulate expression of other genes nearby. One of the genes regulated by these 
transcripts is IGF2, a growth factor expressed only in the embryo. Mice 

overexpressing IGF2 have a large birth weight.4 KCNQ1OT1 and H19 are imprinted in 
the opposite direction: KCNQ1OT1 is methylated on the maternal allele and 
expressed from the paternal allele, whereas H19 is methylated on the paternal 
allele and expressed from the maternal allele. 

Patients with both IH and BWS have an increased risk for the development of 
childhood tumors compared with the incidence in the general population (0.17%). In 
patients with IH, a total of 10 tumors developed in 9 patients (5.9%), 4 unilateral 

Wilms tumors (WT), 2 bilateral WTs, 2 adrenal cell carcinomas, 1 hepatoblastoma, 
and 1 leiomyosarcoma(i). All tumors developed before the age of 5 years. 

Patients with BWS have an increased tumor risk of 7.5% to 10%.5 In a review of 

278 patients with BWS,6 we demonstrated that the different genetic subgroups 
differ in their relative tumor risk and the type of tumor that develops. 

Patients with BWS with a methylation defect of H19 have a very high risk for 

development of a childhood tumor, and these are uniquely Wilms tumors. Patients 
with a methylation defect of KCNQ1OT1 have a low tumor risk, and Wilms tumors 
never develop in these patients. Patients with paternal uniparental disomy (pUPD) 
and without detectable defect on chromosome 11p15 have an intermediate tumor 
risk; both Wilms' tumors and other childhood tumor are found in these patients. 

Epigenotyping can therefore be used to estimate the tumor risk and predict the 
tumor type of individual patients with BWS. 

The question arises whether epigenotyping can concordantly be used for the 

delineation of the tumor risk of individual patients with IH. Can patients with IH be 
considered as patients with BWS with a mild phenotype and is it possible to 
determine the tumor risk of individual patients with IH on the same epigenetic basis 
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as patients with BWS? IH might, however, be a distinct phenotype with a distinct 
distribution of tumor risk and tumor type over the different epigenetic subgroups. 
At last, IH might (in part) be caused by completely different, hitherto unknown, 

genetic defects. To answer these questions, we collected clinical and epigenetic 
data on 74 patients referred to our DNA diagnostic laboratory for methylation 
screening. 

METHODS 

Patients 

This study included individuals with IH who were referred for clinical assessment 
or molecular studies by pediatricians or clinical geneticists in the Netherlands. The 
study was approved by the medical ethics committee of our hospital. Either all 

patients were examined by a clinical geneticist, or a checklist with clinical findings 
possibly related to IH was completed by referring pediatricians and clinical 
geneticists for each patient. Blood samples from all patients were sent to our 
laboratory for molecular analysis. 

Two independent clinical geneticists with expertise in evaluating children with 
syndromes reviewed all records. Classification of IH was independent from the 
results of genetic analysis. When possible, updates were collected on the 

development of childhood tumors. None of these patients were born after in vitro 
fertilization procedures. 

To compare the epigenetic distribution of patients with BWS and IH, we used 

methylation data of 110 patients with BWS who were referred to our laboratory for 
diagnostic testing. All patients met the clinical criteria for BWS. The patients were 
grouped according to the presence of HH, BWS+HH (BWS patients with HH), and 
BWS�HH (BWS patients without HH). 

In the study on malformation syndromes found among patients with cancer 

performed by Merks et al,7 14 patients presented with HH. Methylation analysis was 
performed in our laboratory on 13 patients. Three patients (HT1, HT7, and HT9 in 
Appendix 2; available at www.jpeds.com) were referred to our laboratory for 

diagnostic testing before the start of their study. One additional patient was 
included after the publication of the study (HT 14). In total we present methylation 
data on 14 patients with cancer with IH. Detailed clinical data of these patients are 
presented here, in combination with results of epigenetic profiling. 

Sample analysis 

Methylation analysis was performed with standard Southern blotting, and pUPD 
was analyzed with CA repeat markers as described previously.8 We compared the 
distribution of patients over the 3 epigenetic profiles (pUPD, hypermethylation of 
H19, and demethylation of KCNQ1OT1) and the female-to-male ratio by use of the 

�2 test (P < .05 was considered statistically significant). 
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RESULTS 

Clinical data were available for 73 patients with HH that were referred to our 
hospital for diagnostic testing. Detailed clinical data are listed in Appendix 1 
(available at www.jpeds.com) and summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Overview of epigenetic data and clinical classification of 74 patients with 
HH and 14 patients with cancer with IH  

Patients Total 
pUPD  

(H19� and 
KCNQ1OT1�) 

BWSIC1 
(H19�) 

BWSIC2 
(KCNQ1OT1�) 

No methylation 
defect 

HH+ 3 0 0 0 3 

SRS 6  6 H19�   

BWS� 14 2 1 3 8 

Other syndrome 3 0 0 0 3 

IH (percentage) 47 8 (17%) 3 (6%) 1 (2%) 35 (74%) 

Tumors in this study* 
4/41 

(10%) 
2 � WT (2/8) (0/2) (0/1) 

1 � RMS 

1 � NB (2/30) 

Control BWS population 
(percentage) 

110 29 (26%) 
11 

(10%) 
51 (46%) 19 (17%) 

Epigenetic distribution of 
cancer patients with 
hemihyperplasia 

14     

No of cancer patients 14 1 (7%) 3 (21%) 0 (0%) 10 (72%) 

Tumor type in cancer 
patients with IH 

14 1 � bWT 
2 � WT 

1 � RMS 
0 

7 � WT 

1 � RMS 

1 � NB 

1 � sacrococcygeal 
teratoma 

BWSIC1, Beckwith Wiedemann Imprinting Centre 1; BWSIC2, Beckwith Wiedemann Imprinting 
Centre 2; HH+, hemihyperplasia with other, not BWS related, features; BWS�, IH patients 
with one or more additional signs of BWS but not meeting the clinical criteria; bWT, bilateral 
Wilms tumor.; *Data available on 41 patients older than 5 years. 

Forty-seven patients were classified as patients with IH. In 16 of these patients, a 
maximum of 1 finding typical for BWS was present. Birth weight was increased in 8 

patients. Nephromegaly was present in 4 cases. In all cases the enlarged kidney was 
present in the hyperplastic side of the body. One patient presented with 
nephroblastomatosis at the age of 1 year. Three patients had nevus flammeus (6%). 
One patient was diagnosed with transient neonatal hypoglycemia. 

Three patients showed anomalies in addition to HH, indicating the presence of a 
syndrome other than BWS. Six patients showed hypomethylation of H19. The 
hyperplasia was reclassified as hypoplasia as part of the SRS. These patients were 

described elsewhere.9 Fourteen patients presented more than 1 additional finding 
typical for BWS but did not meet the criteria described by DeBaun and Tucker.10 
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Three patients displayed other unexplained anomalies; they were classified as HH+ 
patients. 

Of the control population of 110 patients with BWS, 54 patients had HH 

(BWS+HH), and 56 patients showed no HH (BWS�HH). The epigenetic profiles of the 
47 patients with IH in this study are summarized in Table 1. Thirty-five patients 
(74%) showed no epigenetic defect on chromosome 11p15. In the group with 

epigenetic alterations, pUPD 11p15 was the most frequently observed defect. In our 
study of 41 patients with an age of more than 5 years, 4 patients (10%) had a tumor 
develop. 

Detailed clinical data of 14 patients with cancer with IH described by Merks et al7 

are presented in Appendix 2 (available at www.jpeds.com) and summarized in 
Table 2. One patient exhibits 1 minor feature associated with BWS, inguinal hernia, 
but did not meet the BWS criteria. One patient was mentally retarded. No specific 
association, apart from IH, between a phenotypic abnormality and tumor 

development could be detected. 

Table 2.Female-to-male distribution and sidedness of hemihyperplasia and tumor 

Patients F:M 
WT tumor  

L>R R>L
†
 1 extremity >1 extremity 

IH Patients for 
diagnostic testing 

25:22 – 20 20 17 24 

Cancer patients with IH 12:2 
4 ipsilateral 

4 contralateral 
8 5 7 8 

L, left; R, right; F, female; M, male.*Two patients had development of a hepatoblastoma, 1 
patient showed contralateral hyperplasia, 1 had development of a bilateral tumor, and 2 
patients had development of a midline tumor; † One patient showed contralateral 
hyperplasia. 

We established the methylation status of these patients (Table 1). Most tumors 

were found in patients with no methylation defect. 

Of the patients with IH in this study, the female-to-male ratio was 1.14:1 (25 
females, 22 males). This is not significantly different from the normal population 

(P = .66). In contrast, in the group of patients with cancer with IH there is a 
significantly (P = .008) increased female-to-male ratio of 6:1 (12 females, 2 males). 
In the 1073 patients with cancer in the study by Merks et al,7 the female-to-male 
ratio was 0.88:1. 

The side of the hyperplasia was known in 40 patients with IH who were referred 

to our hospital for epigenetic screening. There was an equal ratio between right 
and left sidedness (20:20). Of the patients with cancer with IH, the side where the 
tumor developed and the hyperplastic side were known in all cases. In this patient 

group, the sidedness of the HH is slightly in favor of the left side (8:5). One might 
expect the tumor to develop on the HH side of the body. This is not the case; of the 
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9 unilateral WTs, 4 developed ipsilateral and 4 developed contralateral (one patient 
with WT showed HH of the right breast and left leg). 

A degree of hyperplasia is difficult to establish. The difference between normal 

and hyperplastic body regions varies during life, and no data were available on 
differences in circumference or weight of the affected versus the unaffected 
tissues. An indication of the extent of overgrowth is the number of body parts 

involved. Of 41 patients with IH, details were available on the body parts involved; 
in 17 patients only one extremity was hyperplastic, and in 24 patients more than 1 
body region was involved. This did not differ significantly (P = .68) from the 
patients with cancer with IH, whereas in 6 patients only 1 extremity was involved, 
and in 8 patients more than 1 body region was affected. 

DISCUSSION 

HH can be considered a mosaic form of overgrowth and might be caused by 
mosaic genetic defects. Indeed, pUPD is always found in a mosaic form, and 

enlarged organs consist of a larger proportion of disomic cells. Methylation 
patterns, for diagnostic purposes, are established in blood lymphocytes and not in 
the hyperplastic tissues. Shuman et al11 postulate that in a part of the unexplained 
IH cases, pUPD is present only in hyperplastic tissue and therefore not detected in 

blood by routine diagnostic testing. Recently, methylation patterns in different 
tissues of a patient with BWS were studied by Itoh et al.12 They showed that the 
proportion of cells with pUPD correlates with organ enlargement in BWS. However, 
pUPD could also be detected in a lower percentage in blood lymphocytes and would 
therefore also have been diagnosed by routine testing. In the study by Itoh et al,12 

the degree of disomic cells was high (40% to 50%). When pUPD is present in only a 
small percentage of cells, it might have been missed in lymphocytes. 

Analogous to pUPD, isolated methylation defects of H19, or KCNQ1OT1 found in 

patients with IH are never complete. The defect is present in a mosaic form. It is 
possible that the proportion of aberrantly methylated cells is higher in enlarged 
organs. It is difficult to obtain different tissues from children with hyperplasia, and, 
until recently, the detection of small aberrations in methylation patterns still 

required large amounts of DNA. 

Another possible explanation for absence of methylation defects in most patients 
with IH might be that HH is associated with a variety of syndromes and that 

patients with IH present a mild form of any of these syndromes. The phenotype of 
BWS is very variable, and only patients with multiple features meet the criteria for 
BWS. Consequently, part of the patients with IH might be regarded as having a mild 
form of BWS. In these patients, a distribution of the methylation defects similar to 
BWS would be expected. Furthermore, in 20% of patients with BWS, the genetic 

defect is unknown. Because the distribution of epigenetic changes in patients with 
IH and BWS is quite different, the mechanism causing BWS in these latter patients 
might also be responsible for IH in a larger part of the patients with IH. 
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However, HH is also found in other syndromes, such as Klippel-Trenaunay-Weber 
syndrome (KTWS) and Proteus syndrome, and IH might also represent mild forms of 
these syndromes. The exact genetic defect of KTWS is unknown, but mutations in 

PTEN have been described in some patients with Proteus syndrome. Thirteen of 14 
patients with cancer with IH in this study have been screened for mutations in 
PTEN, but no mutations were found. Six patients with IH presenting with prenatal 
overgrowth have been screened for GPC3 mutations; no mutations were found (data 
not shown). 

Among patients with BWS, demethylation of KCNQ1OT1 is the most common 
genetic aberration found. This is not the case among patients with IH. Methylation 
profiles of patients with IH and BWS with (BWS+HH) and without IH (BWS�HH) are 

compared in Table 3. The most common genetic defect found among patients with 
IH is pUPD. It was found in 61% of patients with a genetic defect. In contrast, the 
most common genetic defect found among patients with BWS is demethylation of 
KCNQ1OT1, which is found in 44% of patients with BWS with HH and in 67% of 

patients with BWS without HH. There was no significant difference (P = .214) 
between the genetic distribution of patients with IH and patients with BWS and HH. 
The population with IH, however, differed significantly from the population with 
BWS-HH (P = .002) because of over-representation of patients with pUPD in the 
group with IH and a shift toward KCNQ1OT1 demethylation among the patients with 

BWS-HH. This confirms previous reports[13] and [14] that pUPD is associated with 
hemihyperplasia. Analogous to BWS, patients with IH have an increased risk for 
development of childhood tumors. 

In 2005 we reviewed epigenetic and tumor data in 278 patients with BWS 

described in the literature.6 Data are summarized in the Figure, A. The patient 
populations in the reviewed articles all show a bias because of overrepresentation 
of patients with cancer for research purposes. The overall tumor risk in the review 

is 26%, compared with the estimated risk of 7.5% to 10% for patients with BWS. 

The tumor risk of patients with BWS with KCNQ1OT demethylation is relatively 
low. WT has never been detected in this group. Patients with pUPD represent 20% 

of patients with BWS and have a tumor risk of 36%; both WT and other childhood 
tumors are found. Patients showing hypermethylation of H19 have the highest risk 
for development of cancer. They represent 10% of the patients with BWS and have a 
tumor risk of 50%; only WT is found among these patients. The remaining 20% have 
no detectable methylation defect but still have an increased tumor risk of 22%; 

both WT and other childhood tumors are found. 

On the basis of these data, it is possible to delineate tumor risk for the different 
epigenetic subgroups. Scott et al15 propose preventive screening of all patients with 

a tumor risk higher than 5%. Patients with isolated demethylation of KCNQ1OT1, the 
largest epigenetic subgroup representing 50% of patients with BWS, are therefore 
exempted from preventive screening. 
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Table 3. Overview of epigenetic data of patients with IH and patients with cancer 
with IH (included data from literature)[3] and [11] 

 Total 
pUPD    

(H19� and 
KCNQ1OT1�) 

BWSIC1 
(H19�) 

BWSIC2 
(KCNQ1OT1�) 

No 
methylation 

defect 

IH Patients for diagnostic testing 

IH patients in this study 47 8 (17%) 3 (6%) 1 (2%) 35 (74%) 

IH patients (combined with 
literature) 

125 19 (15%) 4 (3%) 8 (6%) 94 (75%) 

IH Patients with a methylation defect only 

IH patients (combined with 
literature) 

31 19 (61%) 4 (13%) 8 (25%) — 

Control BWS+ HH patients 45 18 (40%) 7 (16%) 20 (44%) — 

Control BWS�HH patients 46 11 (24%) 4 (9%) 31 (67%) — 

Tumor risk of IH patients 

Tumors in IH patients in this 
study 

4/41  
(10%) 

2 � WT (2/8) (0/2) (0/1) 
1 x RMS      
1 x NBL 
 (2/30) 

Tumors in IH patients (combined 
with literature) 

14/119
  (12%) 

6/19 (32%) 
0/3 
 (0%) 

0/8 (0%) 9/89 (10%) 

Epigenotype and tumor type of cancer patients with IH 

Cancer patients in this study  14 1 � WT 
2 � WT 

1 � RMS 
0 

8 � WT       
1 x RMS 

1 � NBL 

Cancer patients (combined with 
literature) 

29 3 (10%) 4 (14%) 0 22 (75%) 

BWSIC1, Beckwith Wiedemann Imprinting Centre 1; BWSIC2, Beckwith Wiedemann Imprinting 
Centre 2; BWT, bilateral Wilms tumor. 

Data on tumor risk in different epigenetic subgroups in patients with IH are less 
abundantly available. We reviewed the literature and combined our data with the 

data presented by Martin et al3 and Shuman et al11 on a total of 125 patients with IH 
in a first attempt to delineate the tumor risk in patients with IH. 

In our study, 41/47 patients with IH were more than 5 years old; of these, 4 (10%) 

had a tumor develop. This is comparable to the risk that is found in the study by 
Hoyme et al.2 Two patients with a tumor showed pUPD (2/8); they had 
development of a WT. Two other patients with a tumor did not show a methylation 
defect (2/30); one had a rhabdomyosarcoma develop and one a neuroblastoma. 

No tumors were found in the patients with hypermethylation of H19 (0/2) and 

demethylation of KCNQ1OT1 (0/1). In the study by Martin et al,3 methylation data 
were presented on 27 patients with IH. One patient had a tumor develop. This 
patient showed no methylation defect, but the tumor type is unknown (Martin RA, 

personal communication, 2005). Shuman et al11 presented data on 51 patients with 
IH, of which 10 (20%) had a tumor develop. Four patients with a pUPD (4/8) had
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Figure 1A. Epigenotype and tumor risk of 278 patients with BWS. 

 

 

 

 

Figuur 1B. Epigenotype and tumor risk of 125 patients with IH. 
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development of a tumor (3 hepatoblastomas, 1 WT). Six patients with no 
detectable defect (6/40) had a tumor develop (3 WT, 1 NB, 1 adrenal cell 
carcinomas). There were no patients with hypermethylation of H19, and no tumors 

were found among patients with demethylation of KCNQ1OT1 (0/3). Data from our 
study and the literature are combined and shown in the Figure 1B. 

Including the study by Niemitz et al,16 data are available on 29 patients with 

cancer with IH. Comparable with the general IH cohort, most showed no 
methylation defects on chromosome 11p15. Four of 29 patients showed 
hypermethylation of H19. This demonstrates that patients with this methylation 
profile can develop tumors, although in the general IH cohort none of the IH 
patients with this profile developed a tumor. Demethylation of KCNQ1OT1 was not 

found among patients with cancer, but this defect is found in only a minority of 
patients with IH (6% [8/125]). A remarkable finding is the female 
overrepresentation in our cancer cohort (12:2), for which we have no explanation. 
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Appendix - Appendix I. Epigenetic and clinical details of 73 patients with HH 
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HH+, hemihyperplasia with other, not BWS related, features; BWS�, IH patients with one or 
more additional signs of BWS but not meeting the clinical criteria; M, male; F, female; MI, 
methylation index; bWT, bilateral Wilms tumor; U, unknown; nd, not done; +, present; �, 
absent; >P97, Birth weight above 97 percentile.1. nephrocalcinosis - 2. 1st year 
nephroblastoma - 3. hepatomegaly but HH on right side of the body  - * Also in study by Merks 
et al.7 
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Appendix II. Epigenetic and clinical detail of 14 patients with cancer with IH 

 

HT, Hemihypertrophy and tumor; bWT, bilateral Wilms tumor; L, left; R, right; b, bilateral; 
F, female; M, male; MI, methylation index. 


